


Wedding 3D Mapping:

( Mapping 360 or on the Kosha Backdrop )



A video mapping display makes for an incredible spectacle. 

Your wedding guests will love watching the show, filming and sharing it for posterity. 

Most people will never have seen anything like it before!

Using the latest projection mapping technologies, you can bring your wedding venue to life, 

whether it’s the outside façade of the building or a feature wall inside your reception. We’ll 

create a unique and exciting animated sequence just for you, perhaps telling your own story or 

featuring some of the things that you love.
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Architectural 3D Mapping:



3D projection is an impressive technique that can give a spectacular dimension to your 
events. Historic facades, buildings, fountains, cars, objects... as many projection media that 
can convey a brand message, enhance a logo, sublimate an architecture or give life to 
infrastructure. 

We adapt our expertise and our knowledge according to the event (inauguration, product 
launch, congress, birthday, wedding ...)

At STARPROD EVENTS, we combine the show's expertise and team's creativity with an 
integrated equipment park

DOUZI / Marrakesh
29/12/17

3D Mapping /  Sharjah
02/02/16

BUDDHABAR/ Marrakesh
12/03/18

Architectural 3D Mapping:



DOUZI Concert/ Marrakesh
29/12/17

Architectural 3D Mapping:



MAITRE GIMS  Concert/ Marrakesh
29/12/17

Architectural 3D Mapping:

Adidas / Casablanca





Cake Mapping:



Cake Mapping:

This is one of the most anticipated moments of the party, the show. 

This cake very often has a pyramidal architectural shape, making it both majestic and 
impressive. 

This is why we and only we offer you 3D cake Mapping in order to bring this work of art 
to life with a personalized projection of your photos, videos and text of your choice.

Personalized with names, photos, videos, texts or a fully customized animation, 3D Cake 
Mapping is the future of the wedding Cakes.

Whether you are throwing a a birthday party, gala dinner, product launch, corporate or 
any kind of event, we can help you make it unique, special and memorable.
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Gsm: +212 6 98 35 0444 / +212 6 61 92 5888
Email: info@starprodevents.com
Site web: www.starprodevents.com

Résidence Safaa, N°27 Imm 9 Avenue Moukaouama, 

Marrakech, 40000. Maroc

Contact:


